Forever In Love: A Celebration Of Love And Romance
Synopsis

From eyes first meeting to sweet good-byes, and every loving moment in between, June Cotner tracks a lifetime of love through poetry and prose. The poems collected here approach love from every perspective and at every stage--from the innocent, crush-induced longings of a 13-year-old girl to the ethereal musings of 13th-century poet Rumi. Love. It has forever inspired poets, and those touched by its power and grace still find new words to celebrate it. Nothing moves the spirit or the pen of the poet quite like love. Author June Cotner has long been fascinated by the course of the lifetime relationship between husbands and wives: from the electric sizzle and wild imaginings of love’s beginning through the early years of marriage, filled with discovery and grand dreams of the future, and ultimately till the day we part, still in love and grateful for the lifetime companionship. In Forever in Love, Cotner has collected her favorite love poems and arranged them in chapters set as mileposts in love’s long journey. Beginning entries include "The Search," "Attraction," "Longing," and "Courship." The middle chapters include "Commitment," "Early Years," and "Daily Life," and the book closes with poems gathered under the headings of "Partings" and "Reflections." Cotner’s selections for this compendium are as inspired as the words themselves. Classic writers such as Dickinson, Shakespeare, and Browning lend well-loved words, but this broad-ranging collection draws most of its content from poets writing today, assuring that every reader will discover many new gems to share with one’s partner.
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Customer Reviews

A poignant and meaningful gem, June Cotner’s anthology FOREVER IN LOVE shines with the
power and magic of the very Love it celebrates. Reading it reaffirms all that is right with the world and gives us hope that, in fact, Love really does conquer all.

June Cotner has once again collected well-known authors and new contemporary poets in a sweet volume devoted to all stages of love and romance. Of all of June’s books, this is my favorite.
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